Soundstage One
One stop production for all kinds of events

STUDENT PROJECT ASSISTANCE
We receive a considerable number of enquiries for students undertaking their coursework to
plan a fictitious festival.
The way we compile our quotes for festival packages involves consideration of a number of
variables and it often a lengthily in depth process to finalise costs. We also consider in our
pricing the long term value of the client to the company and often offer discounts for, longer
periods, multiple events, loyalty, payment terms, long term contracts and Charity organisations.
Whilst we are keen to support up-coming event organisers clearly it is not viable for us to
compile example proposals. To this end we have compiled this information which we hope shall
assist you, although these figures do not represent a genuine quote.
Stages
The larger stages are more expensive and some take more transport and crew to install and
remove than others. Prices also vary depending on the time of year and location of the event.
As a ballpark idea costs could be….
Mobile stages = £500 - £2500 per day*
Medium stage = £2000 - £4000 per weekend*
Large stages = £4000 - £20000 per weekend*
Technical provision varies considerably based on the specific requirements of the performers,
size of audience and duration of the event. Prices also vary depending on the time of year and
location of the event.
As a ballpark idea cost for a generic type package…
Small = £500 - £1500*
Medium = £1500 - £5000*
Large = £5000 - £80000*
You can see that a compete package can vary in cost considerably depending on the numerous
variables and often quotes would require a number of revisions until all event details are
confirmed.
It is common that clients would provide a number of items such as catering, accommodation,
site plant and security which obviously is an additional cost to them.
Generally for new clients we would look to receive a deposit to confirm bookings with agreement
of payment terms to clear prior to using the stage. All prices exclude VAT.
We hope this helps with your course work and hope to be able to provide you with a genuine
quote in years to come,, Good luck..
* The prices suggested her are not a quotation or indeed an accurate representation of our current prices. In order to
obtain prices for a genuine event please contact us directly for a more accurate (sometimes cheaper) quote.
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All items are subject to availability at time of confirmation and prices valid for 30 days.
This and other pages forming part of this document do not constitute a contract unless specified otherwise.
Full trading terms and health and safety policy available upon request.
Soundstage One is a trading name of Soundstage One Event Services Limited
Registered in England and Wales No. 4752377 VAT Reg: 638 5708 08

